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Influence of CBN
Grinding on Quality
and Endurance of

Drive Train
Components

Abstr-a.ct:
The merits of CBN physical characteristics

over conventional aluminum oxide abrasives in
grinding performance are reviewed. Improved
surface integrity and consistency in drive train
products can be achieved by the high removal rate

In th.e above method, sincelapping or honing
is not significantly corrective in nature, tooth
distortion from beat treatment manifests itself in
large runoutand transmission errors. Also, the
cutter marks in the tooth face and fillet regions,
which act as stress raisers and reduce the surface

of the CBN grinding process. The influence of fatigue and bending fatigue strength in the gear,
CBN wheel surface conditioning procedure on,
grinding performance is also discussed.

Introduction
There is a growing demand in the automotive

industry to produce passenger cars and trucks
with pleasing noise quality and increased load car-
rying capacity. Consequently, the focus of
manufacturing today is on the manufacture of
consistently blgh..quality drive train products at
low cost. This, in. tum. has eacouraged engineers
to re-evaluate the current design and production
methods in relation to' new process concepts, new
machine tools. and cutting tool materials ..

The present method of gear manufacturing
typicaUyconsists of the following steps:

Soft cutting/Rough forging
I

Finish cutting/Shaving/Rolling
I

Heat Treatment

Honing/Lapping
I

Shot Peening (optional)

are left behind.
The new approach consists of:

Rough cutting/Near Net Forging
I

Heat. Treatment
t

CBN Finish Grinding
j

Lapping/Honing

The final goal of this new approach, however,
is to eliminate lapping and make it a. three-step
process ..The fini h grinding operation following
heat treatment ensures correct tooth geometry and
minimizes the tooth-to-tooth pitch variation and
runout errors. A short cycle time lapping process.
is sometimes necessary to improve tile noise
quality of thegear set,

Based. on the above approach, several types of
CBN hard gear finishing machines have been in-
trodueed for spur, helica],and spiral bevel gear
products. Several articles(l.() have been publish-
ed describing the CON gear grinding technology
and its advantages. In this article, th merits of
CON grinding are reviewed with some examples,
The influence of wheel. specification. and wheel



Table I
SELEJCTED PHYSICAL .PROPERTIES OF eBN AND .ALUMINA ABRASIVES

BORAZON~CBN
BN

4500
3.45
1300

506 ..2
74 ..4

Aluminum Oxide
AJ203
2HXJI
3.97

3S
774.9
U4

PropertylUnits Ratio
Formula
Knoop Hardness, (kg/mm.2)
Density, 1(gmJcm3)

Thermal Condo @ (298"K),(Wlm"K)
Specific Heat@ (298"K),/Ikg"K)
Therm.niff ..@ (298°K),(m2/5) X lOS

2:1
I:]

37:1
2.3

6$:1
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surface conditioning procedures 0[1 part profile
and geometry are also presented. :1

BackgroundonCBN
CBN isa man.ufactured abrasive surpassed in

hardness onliyby diamond. As an abrasive, it. is ex-
tRLmely wear resistant and able to retain its sharpness
fora long time ..The physicaj properties of the tool
are among me several factors that have a strong in-
fluence on increasing the material removal rate, tool
life, and surface integrity of tile work material, Thble
I gives selected physical properties of CBNand
aluminum oxide (Alox) abrasives, The thermal dif-
fusivity of eBN is almost two orders of magnitude
greater than dlat of Ajax. Thermal diffusivity is the
ratio of beat conducted versus the beat absorbed in
a l:Jody. A high value means that much beat is
transmitted through Ihe abrasive relative to the !

heating of the abrasive itself.
The thermal stability and chemical properties of

CBNalso influence the abrasive performance. CBN
reacts with air or oxygen to form boron oxide accor-
ding to:
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The boron oxide forms a solid protective layer

around the CBNcrystal,. preventing further oxida-
tion at < I300"C. eBN also reacts with water and
water soluble oils according to:

fig. 1- Finite element model ot'temperature distribution
in workpiece and abrasive. a) Initial condition at
time ,[.. 0 sec. b) Comparison of temperature
distribution after 80 microseconds of contact with
CBN and aluminumoxide.(7)
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ditions, and Fig. lib shows the temperature distribu-
The bone acid readily dissolves in water, which tion after 80 microseconds. The analysis shows that

promotes further degradation of CBN. Straight oil workpiece surface temperatures would be higher
coolant is therefore recommended to get the best per-
fonnance with CBN.

Jobnson(7) illustrated the importance of CBN

when ground with MOl{ than with CBN.
Ramanath and Shaw(8)have detenninedthe frac-

tion of grinding energy (R) going into the workpiece
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thermodynamic properties by use of a simple finite to be

element analysis. Ina typical grinding process. any
single abrasive grain is incontact with the work for
only 80 microseconds. The analysis examines the
temperature distribution in both an abrasive grain
and steel workpiece,. 80 microseconds atter a gr:ain
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Where k is thermal conductivity., e is density and
c is specific heat. For alurnmum oxide, thecalcula-
tionshowsR = 0.76, and forCBNR = 0.37. ..This
analysis also suggests that. the CBN grinding pro-
cess will have minimal thermal disturbance and
more mechanical action in chip formation, A more
rigorous analysis on the thermal aspects of CBN
grinding can be found in the work done by Lavine,
Malkin, and Jen, (9)

CBN Wheel Specification
CBN can be classified into monocrystalline and

microcrystalline types of abrasive, The
microcryst:a1l!ine type is rougher and less friable
than the monocrystalline and requires a larger force
to fracture the crystal. Monocrystalline CBN has
good. fracture characteristics for free cutting action
in the wheel and is mainly used in gear grinding.

CBN wheels are made either by electroplating or
in an impregnated bond system. The electroplated
wheels are produced by attaching a single layer of
abrasive particles to' the steel core of the tool by
electrodeposition of nickel. As the nickel is
deposited onto the core, it entraps the abrasive par-
ticles in a strong mechanical grip, Impregnated
bond systems are those where the abrasive particles
are molded in a matrix of either phenolic resin or
metal powder or glass frits.

Electroplated wheels are predominantly used in
gear grinding applications as they can hold the pro-
file geometry in extended use and are easy to

TABLE n- Summary of Test Conditions
A. Grinding Condition
Work Material
Grind Mode
Wheel Speed, V s

Work Speed, Vow
Specific removal rate, Z'
Radial stock, d
Dwell time, ttt
Volume ground, Vw
Coolant
Wheel Specification

AlSI 52100, ~ 57..fIJ
Plunge Cylindrical Grind, Up Cut
12000fpm
150 fpm
0.4 in3/in-nrin.
0.05 in.
2 revs. of work
~Sin3/in.
Cimperial HD90, 5% Water Soluble
CBN-I, 170/200,200 Coac., R, Vito
Bond

B. Wheel ConditiOning
Diamond! Wheel
Truing Mode
Diamond Wheel Speed Vr
Speed ratio, q
Radial Infeed/pass, a.:.
Lead, Va

'Overlap Factor, IltJ

I

MBS-750, 40/50, 50 COIlC. Meta:! Bond
Rotary Cup Wheel, Uaidireetion
200 !pm
0.2,0.6,1.0
o.OOO[ in.
0,006 in/rev,
10

- CBN WHEEL
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. DIAMOND WHEE.L

Fi.g.2-Schematicof truing by the generation method.
Tile various truing pa.ratnelers are 1)Direction of
rotation; 2) Speed ratio, q = vrlV. fpm/rpm; 3)
Depth of cut, ad inch; 4) Lead. v. mclurevoluuon
of CBN wheel; 5) Overlap factor, ud = actual
roller width/Iead; 6) Diamond wheel spectflcauon.

fabricate. Electroplated wheels are normally
specified by CBN type and the mesh size.
However, to achieve the required profile accuracy
and surface finish, the particles have to be screen-
ed for a narrow size range and shape. (10)

Vitrified bonded (glass friO CBN wheels can also
be used,as they are easy to shape using a CNC tru-

ingdevice and can bold the profile geometry ingrin-
ding. These wheels are specified by the CBN type,
mesh size. concentration ofCBN, volume porosity,
and bond hardness. Vitrified CBN wheels have been
qualified for use in. form gear grinding of spur and
helical gears. (II) However, it is sl:illin the develop-
ment stage of Reishaaertype wheels and!Gleason
type cup shaped wheels.

Conditi.oninga eBN Wheel
Conditioning is the process of preparing a CBN

wheel mounted Oil the spindle tolhe desired concen-
tricity., profile geometry, and cutting characteristics.
Typically, this entails a truing and dressing opera-
tion. Truing provides me shape and!IDiniInims the
out-of-roundness in the wheel, while dressing
relieves the bond around tbe abrasive for a free cut-
ting action. In resin and metal bonded wheels, tru-

ing and dressing are done as two separate operations.
In the case of vitrified bonded wheels with volume
porosity over 20%, conditioning isa one-step pro-
cess similar to that for conventional Alox wheels.

II:n production grinding, the vitrified CBN wheel
is conditiolled bya powered rotary diamond wheel,
either by plunge form truing or profile generation



Fig. Sa, b. c- Variation of grinding power, surface finish, and radial wear versus
volume ground forCBN wheel conditioned atdifferent peed ratio.See
Table U for test conditions.

process, The latter method is widely used asl:be tru-

ing forces are low and good profile accuracy is ob-
tained. Fig. 2 is a schematic of the various
parameters involved in truing by the generation
method .. To ill:usttate the importance of these
parameters. plunge cylindrtca] grinding tests were
done on a heat treated AISI 52100 bearing steel.
Table II gives the grinding oonditions and condition-
ing parameters. The truing is usually conducted in
die unidirection mode, as the rndLalforces are domi-
nant to fracture the CBN crystal's and obtainsharp
cutting edges. Fig. 3a, 3b, and 3c show the grinding
power,. wheel wear, and surface finish versus
volume ground. The speed mtio of 0.6 yields the best:
overall result in terms of power, wear, and finish.
A speed ratio of W.0 is not desirable, as the radial tru-

ing forces areal a maximum and result in.a reduc-
ed diamond truing wheel life. At low speed ratio of
0.2, the normali truing force is so small that the CBN
C1Jtting edge remains dull, and there is not sufficient
'booo relief around the crystal. Consequenliy, at start

of the grind, the power is higl\enough to causether-
rna] damage inl:be workpiece and limits the material
removal rate. As a result, die wheel. is used gently
at the start, until it is free c1il1tingfor hlgher removal
rates. When the speed ratio is increased toO,6 and
above, the radial truing forces we adquate to frac-
ture or impart cracks at the working tip of the CBN
and relieve the bond around it, This results in grin-
ding with<rut bum from the start at the desired
material removal rate. The surface finiSh and wheel
lite also tend to be the best at this condition,

The influence of metal bonded diamond truing
wheel specification and lead conditions on grinding
power and surface finish are illustrated in Figs. 4a
and4b. The grinding power increases with smaller
diamond size and higher concentration, while the
surface finish is improved. The lead conditions can
be varied to dlangethe transient Shape 'of the grind-
ing power and surface finish at the start of grind. An
optimwn truing condition can.be found where fue
grinding power and surface fimsh have less transient !

effects and are reLatively stable from. the start.
Electroplated CBN wheels are somedmescondi-

tioned to get an.acceptable surface finish and profile
geometry. However, in doing this the wheel life is
compromised by the extenl of conditioning done.
For electroplated wheels, conditioning is done either
with a diamond wheel ora silicon carbide abrasive
wheel.. The direction of rotation of the diamond
wheel is counter direction (upcut) to d1e CBN wheel,
and a low speed ratio ofO.2..Q.4·is used. The overhp
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Fig. 41- Influence of diamond wh elspecificaticn and truing I ad on the variation of (a)' grinding power. (bl urface finish versus volume ground.
Te$(,condiLions:Cl!lN·I, 1201140 mesh size. 175 conc.vh, bond. work: n2steel·~, Z' & .16 ins/ill.min., V, - 12800 fpm, truingq .. 0.15
unidirectlon, coolant- 3% Adcool '3.
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ri«. 5 - Residual stress in SAE 4620sLeel before and after grinding with a resin bonded CBN wheel (51 samples).m

Fi(. 6- Residual mess in SAE 8620
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Fig. '1- a)Variation of surface residual stress versus volume ground. b) Variation in residual stress versus workpiece
depth. Test condition: CBN·I. 80/100 mesh size, 200 conc., L, vit, bond, work: 8620 steel, Rc60. V, ,=6000 fpm
Z' .. 0.45 ill~/in.min,. coolant' 5% HD90 Cimperial,

factor is kept high (5Q.60) to achieve a good surface grinding with a resin bonded CBN wheel, The com-
finish., pressive stress in the ground part i.sgreater than in

the heat treated condition. Also, the magnitud.e rutile
Surface Integrity direction perpendicular to grind is greater than along

Surface integrity of the workpiece generally refers the direction of chip removal because higher
to surface roughness, the state of stress, hardness temperatures are developed in the chip forming
variation, and the metallurgical. state following a direction relative to the lateral direction, and. the
grinding or machining operation. In grinding the resulting thermal stresses tend to decrease the stress
gear oomponents after heat treatment, it is essential developed by mechanical deformation. In the latera]
to preserve the surface integrity of me gear at high direction, there is no chip removal, but there iscon-
material removal rates over die life of the wheel. siderable mechanical working of the plowed material
Reference 12summarizes the results of several CBN on the workpiece.
grinding studies conducted 01'1 residual stress. The Plunge cyLindrica1grinding tests were also done
important observations are reviewed here. with a vitrifiedbonded CBN wheel on 8620 case-

Figs. 5 and 6 show the residual stress in SAE 4620 hardened steel. Fig. 7a is a plot of surface residual
and 8620 steels before and after plunge cylindrical stress versus volume ground, and Fig. 7b is a plot of
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variation in residua] stress with workpiece deplh.
The magnitude of compressive stress is greater than
me heat treated condition and] increases with the
volume ground. MicroluuUness measuremems
across the cross section Showed 00 reduction inhard-
ness. The above results demonstrate that,. regardless
of the bond system. used, residual compressive stress
can begenerated under p~r grinding conditions.
These results also oorrelate well with the physical
properties ofCBN abrasive described earlier,

ltecendy Yokogow.a(l!31compared the fatigue
strength (rotary bending test) of Alox and CBN
ground samples at different material removal rates,
This is illustrated in Fig. 8 ..The S-N Chart shows
that parts ground with the CBN wHeel have a stress
runplitud'e of 100ksi for failure at all removal rates.
By contrast, the parts ground with. the Alox wheel
have a lower stress amplitude for failure at all
removal rates ..This result clearly demonstrates IIlat
with CBN grinding,lri.gher load carrying capacily
can be achieved at shorter cycle times relative to
Alox abrasives.

Although the kinematics of gear grindiag are more
complex than O.D.and surface grinding methods.
a similar trend in the improvement. of results can be
observed when grinding with CBN abrasives ..
Residual stress measurements were made on
automotive transmission gears ground with an elec-
troplated! CBN wheel in the KaShifuji gear grinding
machine, Five gears were selected at random dur-
inga trial production run. Thernidflank residual
stress along the profile direction was analyzed, and
the results are shown inFigs.9a and 91>. The residual
stress distribution is developed to a depth of .008·
below the flank surface. The results also show Ell

remarkable consistency in the compressive stress
level at. the tooth flank:surface. The subsurface pro-
file variations in the stress is probably due to varia-
tions in the heat treated profiles and the stock
removed,

All ofthese findings tend to support the results of
four-square fatigue testing of CBN groundgears
reported by Kimmet and Dodd. OJ Fig. to shows the
fatigue life comparison ofa CBNground spiral bevel
gear over a collventionally hardened and lapped gear
set. The bending fatigue strength is at a maximum
willenthe flanks andlhe fillets are ground. This im.-
provemeJl1t can be attributed to compressive stress as
well as to other factors. uebas:

a) Improved blend and shape of the fillet region,
which. reduce .any sttess risers that might occur;



b) Improved accuracy of gear tooth geometry.
which reduces the dynamic loading on gear
teeth;

c) Removal: of impurities present (rom heat treat-
ment, such as .31 deearburized layer and other
undesirable carbide networks.

It can bededuced that the increase instrength may
allow for higl:ter load rating ofa gear set or downsiz-
ing to attain the same rating.

Concluding Remarks
The merits of CBN pbysica.li properties and in-

fluence of wheel oonditioning procedures 011 grin-
ding performance have been reviewed. It is shown
that improved surface integrity and consistency in
drive train prOOucts can be achieved by the high
removal rate CBNgrinding process.

However. much more work: needs to be done in
several areas to further enhance the use of CBN in
gear grind.ing.The various areas are

1) Consistent manufacture of eledloplated wheels
having aoceptable accuracy, surface finish, and
wheel life withollt conditioning the wheel;

2) Deve]opmentofvitrifiedbolldedCBN wheels I:L-. ------------_---I
and. condiitioning devices in the machine thatiig. IO-Comparisoll of bending fatigue strength of spiral. bevel gears tQnventiollM1y

processed versus. 'BN gtound.(2)
can produce the desired cutting characteristics
and profile accuracy:

3)1 Implementation of advanced coolant applica-
tion methods to avoid thermal damage in the
workpiece and increase the wheel life;

4)1 Development of machine tool and grinding
process tecl1oology to overcome gear noise and
ia uirneliminate the lapping and honing
process.

CBN grinding has the potential ofrevolution.izing
gear production methods Ln an economical way,
while resulting in improved qualityand consistent
product performence.
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